THE SLOVAK PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
And
THE CZECH AND MORAVIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Invite To Submit Contributions To

The 29th Conference “Psychology Days”

This year’s title: Roads to Wisdom

Dedicated to Prof. PhDr. Imrich Ruisel, DrSc.

Bratislava, 5 – 6 September 2011

Faculty of Social and Economical Sciences, Comenius University
Mlynské luhy 4, 821 05 Bratislava, Slovakia

The focus of Psychology Days enables to reflect the most recent research trends in different areas of psychology. The SPS steering committee invites all colleagues to submit contributions analyzing current research trends on the given topic in our country and abroad. Just as every year we also accept submissions and posters on different topics of psychological practice and theory.

The conference is dedicated to the occasion of the 70th birthday of Prof. PhDr. Imrich Ruisel, DrSc., a prominent figure in Slovak psychology, the Scientist of the Year and the long-term director of the Slovak Academy of Sciences Institute of Experimental Psychology in Bratislava.

Registration
Participants may register only by an on-line internet form available at the website of the Slovak Psychological Society at www.SlovenskaPsychologickaSpolocnost.sk, under the tab “Psychologické dni 2011”.

The deadline for online applications – including abstract submissions for active participants – is 15 June 2011. No submissions will be accepted past the deadline.

Conference Fee
The conference fee is 40 Euros; members of SPS and ČMPS are eligible to a reduced fee of 25 Euros (proof of settling 2011 membership fees is required at the check-in). The fee may be paid in cash at the check-in and serves to cover costs of organization and publishing the proceedings.
Retired researchers and students are eligible to the special fee of 5 Euros, this however does not include the book of proceedings. The book will only be sent to those who pay the full amount.

**Accommodation**

Organizers do not provide accommodation. Every participant is responsible for his or her own arrangements. The list of accommodation facilities is available for example at [www.visit.bratislava.sk](http://www.visit.bratislava.sk).

Current information on the event will be continuously available at the Slovak Psychological Society website at [www.SlovenskaPsychologickaSpolocnost.sk](http://www.SlovenskaPsychologickaSpolocnost.sk), under the tab “Psychologické dni 2011”. Please address any additional questions to [sps@savba.sk](mailto:sps@savba.sk).

**Instructions for Active Participants**

1. **Oral Presentation** – presentations are limited to **15 minutes, including discussion**.

2. **Posters** should not exceed the **maximum size of 90 x 120 cms**. Poster presentation will be held during the poster session. It is an obligation of every presenting author to be present by the poster during the entire poster session. Not showing up for the poster session is considered to be a failure to present the poster and such poster will not be published in the book of proceedings.

**Instructions for the Book of Proceedings**

The contribution must be typed in **Times New Roman** and the length should not exceed **5 pages** formatted in the following form:

1. **Title** – capital letters, bold, font size 14.
2. **Author/s** – surname in capital letters, first names with capital first letters, bold, font size 12.
3. **Names should be followed by the institution address and e-mail**.
4. **Text of the submission** – font size 12; spacing 1.5; indents 2.5 cm on all sides, please do not align the text on the right side (“justified” alignment).
5. **Every contribution** that quotes sources of information must include the **list of literature used according to the standard** (it is not possible to include references such as “literature available from the author”, etc.)
6. **All information will be available at** [www.SlovenskaPsychologickaSpolocnost.sk](http://www.SlovenskaPsychologickaSpolocnost.sk).

Example:

AKO POMÔCŤ PSYCHOLÓGOM V RANOM KAPITALIZME

Rudolf MRKVÍČKA

Ústav pre lepší rozvoj človeka, Dolná 18, 425 87 Sabinov, e-mail: mrkvicka@slovakia.sk